Alpha Equivalence

Across
1. Statistical accumulation (Abbr.)
4. It’s as easy as 1-2-3
7. Helvetic TLD
8. Microsoft browser, shortly
10. Superbowl highlight
11. Sunday hangout?
13. Persian drum
15. Alcoholic noises
16. Lil Wayne early partner
17. Madden series publisher
19. Ottoman honorific
20. Chiang Rai airport, on boards
22. ___-nine
23. Smidgen

Down
1. Pontiac and others
2. A longer way to run
3. [Knowing chuckle]
5. Thai dough
6. Master and ___ (Abbr.)
7. Unit for the mass of a grain of rice (Abbr.)
9. Grazing locale
11. Baroque chicken noise?
12. Smoked thing, slangily
13. Search for treasure
14. ___ Air
15. “___ only known!”
16. Ballpoint pen brand
18. One or eleven
21. Muslim holiday